Valery (Chrom) Ivanov In memoriam
, while Landau was allowed to teach undergraduates for a short period of the "thaw" that followed Stalin's death and Stalin's "cult of personality" condemnation by Nikita Khrushchev. Valery was among the first graduates from the Biophysics Department of MSU, which was organized and headed for many years by Professor Lev Blumenfeld (1921 -2002 .
Although biophysics did not belong to the list of sciences forbidden under Stalin, genetics was at the very top of the list. The notorious Trofim Lysenko managed to maintain his mortal grip on genetics (and geneticists) even after his tyrant-patron was dead and condemned (Lysenko lost his power only after Khrushchev was dismissed via the coup d 'état in 1964 There was something truly prophetical in the powerful figure of Timofeev, his martyr-like life and his manner of teaching Mendelism to his pupils who had been exposed otherwise only to the charlatan teaching of Lysenko. Valery eagerly accepted the position of one of Timofeev's apostles and he carried this pledge through his entire life, well after Timofeev passed away. It was Timofeev who gave Valery the nickname Chromosome (since Valery was very thin and tall), eventually truncated to Chrom.
Valery had a very independent mind and a fantastic sense of humor, which constantly clashed with a very rigid system of education in MSU. At some point, he was expelled from the university because of "disobedience" but was accepted back, losing a year in the process. Around that time he met Lyudmila Minchenkova, his future wife and collaborator for many years until her illness and eventual death in 2000. Chrom's complete incompatibility with the Soviet system and his natural strive for freedom could easily have lead him into the ranks of open dissidents (with all the repercussions). Just one episode to mention: he openly defended a certain After graduating from MSU, Valery was again very lucky to get hired by the Institute of Molecular Biology of USSR Academy of Sciences, which had been just organized by Professor Vladimir Engelhardt , and as often has happened in USSR/Russia, he worked in the institute essentially until the very end. His first formal mentor was Professor Lev Tumerman . Later, he worked in the department of Professor Michael Volkenstein . But from the very beginning of his scientific career, Chrom demonstrated his full independence and remarkable ability to formulate his own problems. With the exception of Timofeev, nobody was truly his mentor and even Timofeev's influence, although very significant, did not spread to the choice of specific scientific problems. Although Valery will be best remembered for his contribution to biophysics of nucleic acids, he also notably contributed to the field of biophysical chemistry of enzymes. His idea was to create a full molecular model of a specific enzymatic process: reaction of transamination. He was interested primarily not in a specific biochemical process per se, but in the principles that allow a series of reactions, which have mutually contradictory requirements when performed in the chemical lab, to proceed consecutively within the enzyme at constant ambient conditions. He chose transaminase because this enzyme had been extensively studied experimentally by biochemists next door. He collaborated on this project with Marat Karpeisky. As early as 1966, they published a Nature paper in which they detailed a molecular model of the reaction that explained the role of the co-factor, pyridoxal, in the process. It was done long before the X-ray structure of transaminase became available, many years before the amino acid sequence of the enzyme was determined. The major conclusion of a series of publications by Valery on the subject was that you can explain the remarkable efficiency of the enzymatic reaction in terms of molecular mechanics and well-known chemical principles.
Although Valery started studying DNA very early in his career (in parallel with enzymology), the ultimate transition from enzymes to nucleic acids happened in 1970 when Valery published, with Vladimir Florentiev (1937-2012), a Nature paper on a molecular model of the action of RNA polymerase. As with transaminase, it was a very bold attack on the problem, long before the X-ray data became available. It was at this time that Valery put forward the idea of studying the DNA B-A transition in solution using circular dichroism. A seminal paper on the issue by Valery, Lyudmila Minchenkova, Anna Schyolkina, and Andrey Poletayev was published in Biopolymers in 1973. It was the first in a long series of publications by Ivanov's group on all aspects of the B-A transition in DNA and, more generally, on DNA structural polymorphism, to which Elvira Minyat and George Malenkov made important contributions, among others.
In parallel with his experimental work, Valery started with his students, Victor Zhurkin and Yury Lysov, theoretical studies of DNA conformations, which led to another important publication in Biopolymers in 1978. Thus, during the 1970s, Valery established himself as a leading figure in the field of DNA conformational variability. When in 1979 Alex Rich's group at MIT discovered left-handed Z DNA, Valery and his team were well positioned to join many other groups all over the world to explore a newly discovered major DNA helical structure.
Most of Valery's life and work took place in almost full isolation from the international scientific community, behind the Iron Curtain. He became an unofficial leader of a small but vivid and remarkably productive (under the circumstances) Soviet community of nucleic acids biophysicists. This community had all the hallmarks of a normal scientific community: seminars, regular meetings in different places throughout the USSR's vast territory, scientific journals, training of students, defending theses, etc. However, all these activities happened in complete isolation from the international community: all the meetings in USSR occurred without any participants from abroad and papers were published mostly in Russian scientific journals. Travel to international meetings in the West was impossible due to severe political control over any trips abroad. The occasional pompous international meeting that happened in USSR with purely political goals only exasperated the feeling of claustrophobia.
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To be allowed to travel to the West, one had first to sell one's soul to the devil (KGB, the Soviet secret police). But any system, even the most rigid one, makes mistakes. In 1983 when Valery applied, for the 1000th time, in this case for participation in the 3rd Albany meeting on Biomolecular Stereodynamics, a miracle happened: he was allowed to go. This trip played a crucial role in a short period of blooming of the Russian community of nucleic acids biophysicists. Valery arrived at the Albany meeting not as a representative of himself and his group but rather as an ambassador from the whole USSR nucleic acids biophysical community. He immediately befriended Rama Sarma and many others. The arrangements were made to streamline the publication of papers from USSR in Journal of Biomolecular Structure and Dynamics (JBSD) and to secure more invitations of Soviet biophysicists to the upcoming meetings. These arrangements proved to be extremely important, since the first move Gorbachev made when he came to power in 1985 was the complete ban on two things: alcohol and scientific publication abroad. Of all the science journals in the West, only JBSD recognized the situation and made special efforts to help scientists from USSR to publish their papers in spite of the ban.
Fortunately, Gorbachev's bans did not last long and soon he started in earnest the reforms of the Soviet system. The system proved to be irreparable and simply broke down in response to the reformation attempt. But even before the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, the Iron Curtain dropped in 1989 and all restrictions on travel abroad were lifted. As a result, most members of Valery's community fled Russia. Valery himself spent several years in the USA (mostly in Alabama), but then came back to Russia. Even while in the USA, Valery shuttled for teaching at the Department of Molecular One of the latest passions of Valery in science was the evolution of translation apparatus. From the sequence of ribosomal RNA, Valery was able to extract what he considered the fossil of "terminator tRNA". Whether it is thought-provoking initiative or the fantasy of a dreamer -both fit Valery.
Valery Ivanov's death is a major loss for the JBSD and Albany Conversations. He extensively published in JBSD since the beginning of the Journal, and fulfilled his Editor duties since 1983. Valery-Chrom, a vibrant enthusiast of the scientific endeavor and dear friend, will be sorely missed by his numerous colleagues and students all over the world.
Valery Ivanovich Ivanov
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